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Born 1970 in Tel-Aviv, Israel. Lives and works in Tel Aviv.

Education

Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design

Companies Background

2010 - Present Daz3D- Board Member. Privately Held; 3D industry.

2010 Co-Founder and President Daz3D. Privately Held; 3D industry.

Background

On December 16, 2009, DAZ 3D and Gizmoz Merge to Become Premier Publishers of

Personalized 3D Characters, Software, and Accessories.

Seizing the opportunity to meet the increasing and diversified expectations of the virtual

goods market, DAZ 3D and Gizmoz announced a merger that will create the foremost online

marketplace for high-quality and inter-compatible digital characters and accessories. With the

largest community of active digital character artists, the merged company will allow users to

experience personalized digital goods and identities across any platform.

The combination of Gizmoz’s consumer-friendly, photo-realistic head reconstruction and

online personalization service with DAZ 3D&#39;s sophisticated full-figure content, desktop

software tools and a thriving community will provide creative professionals, gamers and

consumers alike with a substantially more expansive virtual goods design center and

Marketplace.

DAZ 3D, developers of renowned 3D software and highly supported 3D content, and Gizmoz,

the leader in 3D face detection, mapping, and manipulation technology have merged to form

a new company that will deliver the highest-quality personalized 3D digital characters,

accessories and environments ever assembled. The new company will allow users to
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experience their digital goods and identities in the platform of their choice by combining ultra-

realistic interoperable 3D characters and avatars with easy-to-use tools that are perfect for

gamers, consumers, and creative professionals.

Founder and CEO - Gizmoz

Privately Held; Internet industry

August 2003 – August 2010

About Gizmoz:

Founded in 2003, Gizmoz has developed proprietary patented 3D and animation technology

to let users express themselves by creating realistic 3D characters made from a single face

photo. Gizmoz is the leader in 3D face-mapping technology, face manipulation and automatic

face detection with several patents and pending patents in this field. Gizmoz provides a

central service to design, manage and transport digital avatars that can be deployed in virtual

worlds, online games, PC and console 3D games, social networks, video clips, greeting

cards, mobile apps, as well as professional modeling and animation tools.

Founder and CEO - Zapa Digital Arts

Internet industry

1993 – August 2002

About Zapa Digital Arts, Ltd.:

Zapa Digital Arts develops visual communication solutions consisting of complimentary

authoring environments and servers based on proprietary Java and 3D technologies.

Founded in 1993 (In 1994 Yossi Amossy joined Eyal as Co-founder). Zapa has emerged as an

industry leader in its efforts to fuse art and technology. Skilled technology and creative design

teams work in unison to produce unique, innovative visual communications solutions for the

rapidly developing Internet marketplace.


